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Masimo SafetyNet Alert™

Masimo SafetyNet Alert App
- Displays oxygen, pulse rate and other 

data.

- Cloud sends alerts to Home Medical 
Hub and mobile device.

- Compatible with most mobile devices.

(Mobile device not included.)

Home Medical Hub
- Collects data from Masimo Sensor.

- Sends data to smartphone app.

Replacement Tapes
- Additional tapes for replacement as 

needed.

Masimo Chip
- Reusable chip snaps into the sensor and 

communicates with the Home Medical Hub.

Masimo Sensor
- Disposable sensor measures oxygen level and 

pulse rate and lasts 7 consecutive nights.*

*Based on 96 hours of sensor battery life. 
Remove chip between uses. 

1. Download app. 2. Connect Home Medical Hub to power. 3. Look for power 
indicator light.

4. Follow step-by-step instructions 
on app to set up system.

Quick Start Guide
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CHANGING THE REPLACEMENT TAPE

Listen for click 
to confirm 
chip placement

Look for light to
confirm chip 
connection to sensor

1. Remove sensor from pouch. 2. Peel off yellow label to 
activate battery.

3. Place sensor on wrist as shown and carefully 
thread the tip of the strap through the open 
red loop.

4. Wrap the loose end of the strap 
around your wrist and press to 
secure.

1. Once the chip is inserted, the Home Medical Hub Bluetooth 
Status LED will turn off and the Status LED will turn green. 
The chip light indicator will turn solid blue. 

3. Attach sensor to finger2. Attach new tape in same 
    direction as used tape

1. Remove used tape 
    from sensor 

4. Peel the remaining tape 
off backing

2. Insert the chip into open 
compartment on the sensor.

1. Hold the chip near the 
Home Medical Hub and 
listen for double beep. 

3. Press down on the chip 
to secure.

3. Squeeze top and bottom 
of finger to secure tape.

4. Remove plastic film 
and continue to wrap 
tape around finger.

5. Adjust cable to 
comfortable length.

2. Wrap tape around finger so black 
square (    ) is on finger pad 
directly across from star (     ).

1. Remove part of the plastic film 
and place star (     ) on top of 
fingernail of ring finger.

Visit http://www.mymasimo.co.uk/safetynet-alert 
to see full list of supported devices, purchase 
additional sensors and view other resources, 
including videos and instructions.

SET UP SENSOR

APPLY SENSOR

PAIR AND INSERT CHIP

CONFIRM SUCCESSFUL PAIRING
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